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THE POWER OF WIRELESS BYOM

Bring Your Own Meeting
Reach new and higher engagement levels by letting users create the entire meeting experience with their own devices. Bring content to life and display it wirelessly to the in-room AV equipment or directly to participants laptops, mobile devices, or tablets.

Modena™ Hub enables video conferencing and presentation capabilities in meeting spaces and supports all leading unified communication platforms, making it the strongest BYOM solution for small to medium sized meeting spaces.

THE LINE-UP

Modena sets the user free and increases efficiency and productivity by enabling a complete agnostic BYOM solution in any meeting space. Pitching ideas, presenting, and attending video conference calls doesn’t get much easier.

HUB
Modena Hub is a wireless hub that supports the new ways people are increasingly accustomed to working. Ideal for BYOM spaces, Modena Hub, allows participants to connect to meeting room AV equipment and USB accessories wirelessly.

HUB+
Modena Hub+ is a wireless hub that supports the new ways people are increasingly accustomed to working. Ideal for BYOM spaces. The Modena Hub+ features a WiFi access point, to which WiFi-enabled devices can connect. The dual network capability enabled by Modena Hub+ enables guests to connect without needing a corporate network sign on.
TRANSFORM THE WAY YOU COLLABORATE

Make sure meeting and learning spaces cater to a wide variety of use scenarios. Different purposes, lengths, and different formats require technology that doesn’t get in the way of successful sales pitches, briefings, or other collaborative meetings – both offline and online.

Streamline how users connect and start their meetings or presentations. An in-room camera/microphone/speaker that is connected to Modena can be transmitted wirelessly to/from your Laptop.

**Connecting made easy**

Connect to the Modena wireless system through the free downloadable app for Mac and PC, Android, and IOS. Or simply connect to Modena through your preferred browser.
Utilize the power of BYOM (Bring Your Own Meeting) and use your own device to create an efficient working or learning space. Biamp’s Modena family of products enables touch-free wireless connections and content sharing as the room display becomes a wireless extension of the attendee’s mobile devices, laptops, or tablets. Modena Hub provides a truly wireless interaction with a room’s AV equipment.

**Wireless USB**
Modena Hub and Hub+ Wireless USB connects your UC software with the room’s AV-equipment, enabling attendees to wirelessly participate in remote conferencing.

**Share content wirelessly**
Every laptop, tablet, or mobile device can both share screens with the room display and receive content. By eliminating impediments such as HDMI cables and adaptors, day-to-day users are provided with user-friendly meeting experiences.

**HUB+**
With Modena Hub+ built in WiFi Access Point, users can connect to the system by connecting their device to the wireless access point. Participants can present to the display device, as well as to the device screens of any other users that are connected to the same Modena system via WiFi.

Wireless sharing allows all meeting attendees to present content to the room display or other attendees’ devices, in a streamlined manner.

**Eliminate cable clutter**
Conferencing technology can hinder as much as it helps. Time wasted trying to manually connect devices to the room, can start any meeting off on the wrong foot. Modena Hub bypasses this by eliminating cables entirely, providing participants on both sides of a call with clear communication every time, while enabling all participants to stay safe and healthy.
BIAMP SYSTEM DESIGN GUIDE

You can expand the Modena platform with a wide range of Biamp products, providing you with a ton of different AV solutions for every possible application. Deliver high value to your online meetings and collaboration with a complete Biamp System.

Huddle Room BYOD Solutions

Simple Room BYOD Solutions

Medium / Large Room Solutions

Larger system deployments
BIAMP CITY
Wireless Collaboration Anywhere

Modena Wireless Presentation Systems create impressive and innovative collaboration solutions in a wide variety of applications from business and corporate settings to education, hospitality, and leisure.

**HOSPITALITY & LEISURE APPLICATIONS**

**Hub**: Modena Hub can be used in the hotel meeting center, auditorium, and conference room.

**Hub+**: Modena Hub+ can be used in various size meeting rooms allowing guests to share and present.

**EDUCATION APPLICATIONS**

**Hub**: Modena Hub can be used in the auditorium, classroom for presentations, break-out rooms, etc.

**Hub+**: Modena Hub+ could be used in the various small, medium, and large meeting rooms allowing staff and guest to share and present.

**PRODUCTS**

- Wireless Presentation Modena Hub
- Conference Bar Parlé SBC 2
- Processor Devio SCR-10
- Cameras Vidi 100

- Processor Devio SCX
- Loudspeaker Desono C-IC6
- Microphone Parlé TCM-X
- Amplifier AMP-450BP
WIRELESSLY CONNECT, CONTROL, AND SHARE CONTENT

By downloading the Modena Wireless Presentation App for Windows and Mac OS, users get instant access to their unit and experience all the power and flexibility of the system in a matter of seconds. Or they can just enjoy a client-free experience directly from their browser.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OPTION</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Modena App</td>
<td>Choose to use the native Modena app for iOS, Android, Windows or Mac OS for an even more tightly integrated experience and additional functions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connect any display</td>
<td>A smart display that natively runs the Modena Android App can be added as a participant to a collaboration session. Alternatively connect an Android TV device or a PC with your choice of OS via HDMI to any display.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modena Hub+</td>
<td>Dual network capability separates guests from corporate wireless users for added security.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GET THE MODENA APPS

Mac OS App  Windows App  Apple Store App  Google Play App